Superinfection of epithelial hybrid cells (D98/HR-1, NPC-KT, and A2L/AH) with Epstein-Barr virus and the relationship to the C3d receptor.
Three Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) genome-positive epithelial/hybrid cell lines (D98/HR-1, NPC-KT, and A2L/AH) were superinfected with EBV derived from P3HR-1 (HR-1), NPC-KT, and B95-8 cells. The HR-1 virus is lytic and induces early antigen in superinfected Raji cells; the virus is not capable of transforming B-lymphocytes. Virus preparations from NPC-KT cells have both transforming and early antigen-inducing properties, while B95-8 virus can only transform B-lymphocytes. It was possible to demonstrate EBV antigens after superinfection of D98/HR-1 cells with both HR-1 virus and NPC-EBV. The NPC-KT hybrid cells, which were originally prepared by fusing human adenoid epithelial cells (Ad-AH) and EBV genome-positive NPC explanted epithelial cells, were susceptible to superinfection with HR-1 virus but not to NPC-EBV. The A2L/AH hybrid cells, which were prepared by fusion between Ad-AH cells and lymphocytes transformed by B95-8 virus, could not be superinfected with any of the virus preparations. In order to further investigate the nature of the EBV receptor as it relates to other cell membrane components, we examined cell surface markers on Ad-AH, NPC-KT, A2L/AH, and D98/HR-1 cells using monoclonal antibodies and by rosette formation. We found that the NPC-KT, A2L/AH, and Ad-AH cell lines express the OKB2 antigen and that the common acute lymphoblastic leukemia antigen is expressed on the A2L/AH cells. We also found that NPC-KT parental cells and a clone of NPC-KT cells express erythrocyte antibody complement b and erythrocyte antibody complement d, as determined by rosette formation, but were negative for C3b and C3d when monoclonal antibodies against these two markers were used. The D98/HR-1 cells were also confirmed to be negative for C3b and C3d. The data suggest that the C3d receptor may be part of the EBV receptor but that the C3d receptor, by itself, is not the only receptor to which EBV can bind.